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Abstract

Few years ago it turned out that two kk distributions could differ from each other if the kk is
calculated using pin-wise bum-up distribution and the pin-wise bum-up distribution is very
slanted or using averaged bum-up distribution. In that case when the former manner calculated
value of kkmax is higher then the other one, the value of kkmax can be decreased with the
rotation of the assembly. As a consequence of the development of computer technique an
opportunity presents itself for the practical application of pin-wise bum-up calculation. At the
outset the pin-wise bum-up calculation was made for that assembly, where the reactor-physics
parameters were near the safety values. Nowadays the further development of the hardware
and software devices present opportunity for the full-scope following of the pin-wise bum-up,
in all assemblies. In this paper is presented a short historical review of the above mentioned
events, practical adaptation of the pin-wise bum-up following and display of some used
reactor-physics codes.

Introduction

Few years ago it turned out that two kk distributions could differ from each other if the kk is
calculated using pin-wise bum-up distribution and the pin-wise bum-up distribution is very
slanted or using averaged bum-up distribution. By this time, it has been realised the pin-wise
bum-up following in each assembly so the rotation of assemblies during the refuelling has
become easily applicable. In the following is presented a short historical review of the practical
adaptation of the pin-wise bum-up following and display of some used reactor physics codes.
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L Historical antecedents.

- Arrangement

Few years ago it was started an investigation of effect on kk distribution of pin-wise burn-up
distribution. First of all the some programmes were created. These programmes could calculate
with the pin-wise bum-up distribution and followed the pin-wise bum-up distribution of an
assembly. The programmes took the assembly-wise followed burn-up distributions as a basis.
Many assemblies were investigated in many kinds of configuration.

- The experiences

In many cases from the investigated configurations it was noticed, that the differences between
the two kk distributions were small. In these cases the maximum change as compared to kk
distribution calculated with averaged bum-up was about 4%, and the maximum value of kk
distribution always decreased (figure 1-2). In that cases when assemblies were in peripheral
position during the previous cycle (figure 3) the differences between the two kinds of kk
distributions were higher then in the above mentioned cases {figure 4). The maximum
differences between the two distributions were about 5.5% (figure 5). Otherwise well know
that the absolute value of maximum uncertainty of the pin-wise power distribution calculated in
an inner assembly is about 3.5-4%.

- The conclusion of the investigations

In the first case the maximum difference roughly correspond to the absolute value of maximum
uncertainty. In the second case maximum difference was higher then the absolute value of
maximum uncertainty, so the pin-wise bum-up distribution must not disregard.

- What kind of possibilities were at our disposal at that time to take into account the
pin-wise burn-up distribution?

To store pin-wise bum-up state of 10 levels of 59 assemblies require more then 0.5 megabyte
capacity, for example there are 10 cycles four times for the four units, in every cycle there are
two state one of them on beginning of cycle and one of them on end of cycle, these are
together 50 megabyte large. At that time the capacity of the hard disc drive was about 20-40
megabyte, and our computers were very slow, a kk distribution calculation for the 1/6 core
could take more then one hour long. A pin-wise bum-up following calculation with about 12
bum-up steps took almost one day long. For this reasons there were not possible the pin-wise
bum-up calculations in all units and assemblies.

- The elaborated procedure

It were given values for the safety reactor physics parameters (kk*kq, kk*kv) in such a way
that these given values were smaller by 11% then limit values of above mentioned parameters.
The 11% decrease is twice as big at the maximum difference caused by the pin-wise burn-up.
During the planing of loading pattern the pin-wise bum-up following calculation was carried
out only in that assemblies where the reactor physics parameters reached or exceeded the
reduced limits. Generally in one cycle there were 3-5 assemblies where these calculations had
to be executed. These assemblies were 2nd years old.
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- The rotation of assemblies during refuelling.

During the executions of calculations it was observed that the maximum kk value could be
increase or decrease in those assemblies which were in peripheral position during the previous
cycle and its pin-wise burn-up distribution was very slanted {figure 6). In these cases the values
of the kk maximum depended on the assemblies orientation. In the case of strongly slanted
burn-up distribution after the refuelling the poorly burned pine in a corner position could result
higher pin-power then other one calculated with averaged burn-up and supposing high flux in
that position. If the assembly was rotated so the higher burned up edge get into the higher
neutron flux corner so the maximum kk value decreased {figure 8). In this manner the
maximum kk value could be decreased by about 9-10% {figure 5).

- Practical realisation of the assembly rotation.

On NPP of Paks the refuelling patterns usually are symmetrical in 60°. There are not changes
between two 60° symmetrical sector, so in every sector the orientation of assemblies are the
same. When an assembly is placed into one of the neighbouring sector then the orientation of
assembly is rotated by 60°. In this way any assembly can be rotated by integer number multiple
of 60°.

- Developed codes.

Two codes were developed for the aforesaid calculations: the MESOBI and PROFI. The
MESOBI code was suitable for kk distribution calculation by take into account the pin-wise
burn-up distribution. With the another code it could be followed the pin-wise bum-up
distribution of an assembly from the given assembly-wise parameters. The online monitoring
system (VERONA) were not able to use the pin-wise burn-up. Therefore from economical
point of view pin-wise burn-up calculations and the assemblies rotation were worthless. Apart
from the fact that, during refuelling assemblies rotation were made and kk distributions were
calculated with pin-wise distribution nevertheless the operational and planning reactor physics
safety limits were connected to the inside assemblies averaged burn-up distribution.

2. Present state

Nowadays the development of the hardware and software devices present opportunity for full-
scope following of the pin-wise bum-up, in all assemblies. The APOSTOL program system can
follow and store all assemblies pin-wise burn-up distribution in every level in such a manner as
the assembly-wise bum-up following. The APOSTOL system prepares the input parameter for
the VERONA system so the online monitoring system able to take into account the pin-wise
bum-up distribution. So the kk distribution of all assemblies are calculated in every cycle and if
it is possible and necessary the assembly rotation is made for the decrease of maximum value of
kk distribution.
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3. Idea about additional development

According to our idea the APOSTOL and CPORCA codes will be united. So in the assembly-
wise calculations the thermal neutron flux will be calculated in more points (in every pin
position) therefor the pin-wise and assembly-wise parameters will be been able to calculate
with one common calculation. We hope that in this way our codes will be more precise and
easily to handle.
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Pin-wise power distribution in the 43rd assembly

calculated with avenged bum-«p
calculated with pin-wise bunt-up

Not rotated

Figure-]
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Difference between two kk distribution in the 43rd assembly

((pin-wue bunv-cp) - (avereged bura-up)) • 100

idlca-

Figure-2
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Direction of moveing of two assemblies

37 > r 38 > f 39 > < 40 > < 41

20 X 21 > r 22

13 > r 14 X 15 > S IS X 17 > < 18 > ^ 19

number

Figure-3
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Pin-wise power distribution in the 35th assembly

calculated with pin-wise burn-up
calculated with averaged burn-up

Not rotated

Figure-4
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Difference between two kk distribution in the 35th assemb]

((pin-woe bum-up) - (avereged bum-up)) * 100
((rotated bum-up) - (not rotated bum-up)) • 100

Figure-5
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Pin-wise burn-up distribution in the 35th assembly

8.702 ) bun>-up (MWd/kgU)
."71/ burn-up (MWd/kgU)

rotated
not rotated

The averaged burn-up 10.63 MWd/kgU

Figure-6
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Pin-wise burn-up distribution in the 43rd assembly

The averaged burn-up is 143 MWd/kgU

Figure-7
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Pin-wise power distribution in the 35th assembly

calculated with pixv-wise burn-up

Rotated by 180c

Figure-8
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